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line, being almost devoid of reserves, was quickly beaten back,
the early morning fog which hung over the battlefield helping
to blind the garrisons of the forward posts, whose cross fire
was expected to delay and break up the attack. By the
afternoon of the first day not only this forward zone, but also
the so-called battle zone behind, had been overrun as far to
the north as the St. Quentin Canal, and the Fifth Army's right
was back on the Crozat Canal, seven miles in rear. Further
to the north most of the battle zone was still intact; but
on the left of Byng's Third Army's front to the north, where
the six divisions in the front line between Gouzeaucourt and
on the Sensee south-east of Arras, were assailed by nineteen
of the enemy, there was also a bad break and we were clinging
only to the western edge of the battle zone after having lost the
bulk of it. Everywhere the scattered and outnumbered
garrisons of the small forward posts had put up a resolute
resistance and had fought to the end, but they could only slow
up and not stop the German progress ; in the end most of them
were completely annihilated, and behind them there was little
in the way of troops and still less in the way of defences, f
The German advance continued on the 22nd ; the Fifth
Army's right wing, after holding the line of the Crozat Canal
all day, lost the passages near the Oise late in the evening, and
its centre, which had also been forced back to the Canal on
either side of Ham, began to crumble and split up into dis-
connected fragments. The left wing was still fighting hard
east of the Somrne, but that evening Gough ordered a general
retreat to the line of that river, which was to be held. Byng's
Third Army, on the other hand, yielded less ground, holding
on in parts of its battle zone everywhere save in the centre
north of Bapaume, and inflicting heavy losses on its assailants.
But the most serious peril at this time was that of an unco-
ordinated and piecemeal retirement, which would offer the
enemy chances of cutting in between, and perhaps cutting off
the retreat of, belated formations ; the unevenness of the
resistance only accentuated this, as did also th£ loss of control
by the higher commanders.
March 23rd was a disastrous day, for the passage over the
Somme at Peronne, and the whole line of that river with it,
was lost, and there now lay no natural barrier athwart the
enemy's path to the important nodal point of Amiens, possession
of which would enable him definitely to separate the French
and British armies. The Third Army, however, yielded little
ground, and the first French troops sent to our aid made their
appearance in the southern portion of the battlefield. Dangerous
gaps, however, had begun to open on both sides of the Fifth

